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Abstract. A skill’s value depends on dynamic market conditions. To remain marketable,
contractors need to keep reskilling themselves continuously. But choosing new skills to
learn is an inherently hard task: Contractors have very little information about current and
future market conditions, which often results in poor learning choices. Recommendation
frameworks could reduce uncertainty in learning choices. However, conventional ap-
proaches would likely be inefficient; they would model previous (often poor) observed
contractor learning behaviors to provide future career path recommendations while ig-
noring current market trends. This work proposes a framework that combines rein-
forcement learning, Bayesian inference, and gradient boosting to provide recommenda-
tions on how contractors should behave when choosing new skills to learn. Compared with
standard recommender systems, this framework does not learn from previous (often poor)
behaviors to make future recommendations. Instead, it relies on aMarkov decision process
to operate on a graph of feasible actions and dynamically recommend profitable career
paths. The framework uses market information to identify current trends and project
future wages. Based on this information, it recommends feasible, relevant actions that a
contractor can take to learn new, in-demand skills. Evaluation of the framework on 1.73
million job applications from an online labor market shows that its implementation could
increase (1) the marketplace’s revenue by up to 6%, (2) contractors’ wages by 22%, and
(3) the diversity of new skill acquisitions by 47%. A comparison with alternative rec-
ommender systems highlights the limitations of approaches that make recommendations
based on previously observed learning behaviors.

History: Accepted by Chris Forman, information systems.
Supplemental Material: The online appendices are available at https://doi.org/10.1287/mnsc.2020.3727.

Keywords: skill recommendations • artificial intelligence • online labor markets • Markov decision process • information systems: enabling
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1. Introduction
Online labor markets such as Upwork and People-
PerHour facilitate independent employers to connect
with contractors around the world to accomplish a
diverse set of tasks. These tasks span multiple cate-
gories, including data science, technical writing, dig-
ital marketing, and web development. On par with
other online platforms, online labor markets grew
exponentially during the past decade (Upwork 2014,
Freelancers Union and Upwork 2017). Upwork, for
example, has 14 million contractors and 5 million
employers. These contractors complete more than
three million tasks annually—a total transaction vol-
ume of $1 billion (Lauren 2017, Brier and Pearson
2018). This growth will likely continue (if not accel-
erate) in the future, as automation and the sharing
economy structure the future of work (Sundararajan
2016, Jain et al. 2018).

In these digital workplaces, a skill’s value (com-
pensation wage) depends on market conditions, that
is, the skill’s demand and supply. Market supply and
demand vary widely, both across and within skills.
This variation creates heterogeneous distributions
of compensation wages: Figure 1 presents the hourly
compensation wages for five representative skills
in the focal data set. The y-axis shows the number
of openings (in log scale), which is a rough proxy of
market demand. The x-axis presents the hourly wage
in U.S. dollars paid to the hired contractors of these
openings. Expectedly, there is a high variance across
skills. The median wage for photo editing is $5,
whereas the median wage for iphone is $20; the total
number of openings for wordpress is 19,828, whereas
for django is 339. Similarly, there is a significant
variance in the shape of the wage distributions within
each skill: From highly concentrated (photo editing)
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to lognormal-distributed (iphone, banner, django), to
gamma-distributed (wordpress) wages. This within-
skill variance captures the global dimension of the
market (i.e., contractors from different countries charge
different premiums), as well as the existence of con-
tractors with different levels of expertise.

The dynamic nature of online labor markets further
amplifies this observed heterogeneity. To keep up
with shifting market conditions (i.e., demand and
supply for new and old skills), contractors need to
continuously keep reskilling themselves (Autor et al.
1998, Autor 2001, Kuhn and Skuterud 2004, Stevenson
2009, Oliver 2015). During this reskilling process,
contractors face a crucial question: What skills should
they acquire to remain (or become) competitive in such a
dynamic, heterogeneous environment?

Observational data suggest that many contractors
often make poor decisions when they choose to learn
new skills. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the

average wage improvement after the acquisition of a
new set of skills. On average, new skill acquisition
yields a small wage increase (4.3%). However, a
significant fraction of contractors experiences a wage
decrease. A variety of factors could explain this ob-
servation, including information asymmetry about
the value of newly acquired skills, search costs as-
sociated with the decision to acquire new skills, and
the contractors’ inability to (1) predict future demand
and (2) assess their competence in learning individ-
ual skills.
Recommendation frameworks can address these

issues by providing curated sets of relevant and prof-
itable learning choices. Perhaps the most straightfor-
ward skill recommendation approach (often adopted
by online labor markets) is to advertise skill-specific
wages (Upwork Enterprise 2017). Such reports im-
plicitly guide contractors to acquire skills that are
in high demand. This approach has two significant

Figure 1. (Color online) Heterogeneous Compensation Wages of Skills in Online Labor Markets

Note. Variability exists both within and across skills.

Figure 2. (Color online) Wage Improvements from New Skill Acquisitions

Notes. Contractors choose to acquire new skills that lead, on average, to a 4.3% increase in wages. Often, such acquisitions decrease the
contractor’s market value (decrease in compensation wages).
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shortcomings: First, not every skill fits every con-
tractor. As an extreme example, recommending ma-
chine learning to a contractor with data-entry ex-
pertise would not be very useful, as it is practically
infeasible for a contractor without a relevant back-
ground to learn machine learning. Second, such skill
reports are not diverse, as they often present a small
set of highly valued skills (Upwork Enterprise 2017).
As a result, they guide contractors to follow similar
career paths that could saturate the market with
similar contractors.

Conventional recommender systems (e.g., collab-
orative filtering) also have shortcomings when ap-
plied in the focal context. Because they rely on ob-
served data to suggest “skills that similar contractors
have learned in the past,” they limit the emergence of
skill recommendations that are promising and have
increased demand. Furthermore, because these sys-
tems model prior user behavior, their recommenda-
tions often reflect poor choices that contractors make
when acquiring new skills (Figure 2). Besides, similar
to skill-specific wage reports, these systems often
result in nondiverse recommendations of popular
“items” (Fleder and Hosanagar 2009, Adamopoulos
2014, Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin 2014, Adamopoulos
et al. 2015). Hence, they could also saturate themarket
with contractors with similar skillsets.

This work proposes a framework that resolves
these shortcomings by providing model-driven rec-
ommendations on how contractors should behave.
Compared with standard recommender systems, this
framework does not learn from contractors’ previous
(often poor) behaviors to make future recommen-
dations. Instead, it acts as a career development ad-
viser that attempts to maximize the future expected
earnings of contractors by providing feasible and rel-
evant career paths. The framework uses market in-
formation to estimate current and future wages for
different skills, while it uses observed skillsets to
identify the feasible actions that a contractor can take
to learn new skills.

The proposed approach relies on aMarkov decision
process (MDP) to dynamically recommend actionable
career paths. At each period, the MDP provides
recommendations on how contractors should spend
their next period: (1) learn a new set of skills, (2) work
using their current set of skills, or (3) do both and learn
while working. The current state of each contractor
(i.e., contractor’s skillset) defines the set of feasible
actions, each of which results in an immediate reward
and a stochastic transition to a new state. Feasible new
states represent observed supersets of the contractor’s
current state. Individual contractor characteristics
define the transition probabilities to these states.
Overall, the framework identifies actionable career
development paths by combining techniques from

reinforcement learning, Bayesian inference, word em-
beddings, and gradient boosting.
To evaluate the performance of the framework, we

use a transactional data set of 1.73 million job ap-
plications from a leading online labor market. Based
on this data set, we devise and run an extensive set of
simulations that control for future fluctuations of
supply, demand, and wages due to the recommen-
dations of the MDP framework. The results show that
our approach can increase the revenue of the mar-
ketplace by 1.75%–6% through the increased avail-
ability of contractors with in-demand, scarce skills.
Besides, contractors who follow the recommended
career paths can expect an average increase of 22% in
their compensation wages. Due to the high stochas-
ticity of the MDP framework and the fact that it
controls for current (and future) trends of supply and
demand, the resulting skill recommendations are, on
average, 47% more diverse than the observed con-
tractors’ skill acquisitions. Thereby, such recommen-
dations are unlikely to saturate the marketplace with
very similar skillsets. Finally, a comparison with six
alternative recommender systems shows the advan-
tages of the proposed approach by highlighting the
limitations of systems that make recommendations
based on previously observed learning behaviors.
This work contributes to the design research of

digital workplaces and has various managerial im-
plications. First, it demonstrates that a model-driven
recommendation framework resolves multiple short-
comings of current “vanilla” machine learning (and
other) approaches. This is only feasible because the
framework does not model prior contractor behavior;
instead, it usesmarketplace domain knowledge along
with estimates of contractors’ abilities to develop
feasible, in-demand career path recommendations.
Second, because the framework operates on an up-to-
date evaluation of the current state of the market-
place, it dynamically adapts to situations in which
individual skills lose or gain value. Such online ad-
aptations increase the awareness of the contractors
about the current and future state of the marketplace.
Through better awareness, contractors can make better-
informed decisions and increase their hireability in
the marketplace. Similarly, due to a better supply of
high-demand skills, employers can efficiently identify
appropriate candidates, which, in turn, increases the
transaction efficiency of the workplace.

2. Background
The recent growth of online labor markets (Agrawal
et al. 2015) has motivated multidisciplinary research
that focuses on a variety of problems. Examples in-
clude algorithms to manage contractors (Sheng
et al. 2008, Horton and Chilton 2010, Ipeirotis et al.
2010, Mason and Watts 2010), running randomized
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experiments at scale (Horton et al. 2011, Berinsky
et al. 2012, Rand 2012), design choices that increase
market transaction efficacy (Gopal et al. 2003, Arora
and Forman 2007, Dey et al. 2010, Horton 2010, Allon et
al. 2012, Chen and Horton 2016, Liang et al. 2016,
Kokkodis 2020), and drivers of hiring decisions (Banker
andHwang 2008, Yoganarasimhan 2013, Moreno and
Terwiesch 2014, Lin et al. 2016). Despite these ef-
forts, little research has investigated the develop-
ment of human capital through skill acquisitions in
these environments.

2.1. Investment in Human Capital
Investing in human capital drives economic growth
(Schultz 1961, Becker 1962, Blundell et al. 1999). For
societies, public investment in human capital reduces
income inequality (Glomm and Ravikumar 1992). For
organizations, such investments lead to competitive
advantage (Lepak and Snell 1999). For individuals, it
allows for changes in career paths that often lead
to higher earnings (Johnson 1970, Stevenson 2009,
Agarwal and Ohyama 2013), while it also enhances
entrepreneurial performance (Bosma et al. 2004). A
skill’s value, however, is context-dependent, as or-
ganizations weight combinations of skills differently
and according to their needs (Lazear 2009).

Individual investment in human capital through
new skill acquisition is particularly relevant in digital
workplaces, where new skills are born and old skills
die faster than ever (Autor et al. 1998, Autor 2001,
Oliver 2015, Kokkodis and Ipeirotis 2016). To remain
marketable, contractors must be diligently and con-
tinuously reeducating and reskilling themselves to
keep up with the shifting labor market needs (Kuhn
and Skuterud 2004, Stevenson 2009, Oliver 2015,
Kokkodis 2020).

But choosing skills to learn is an inherently hard
task (Gati and Levin 2014). First, contractors need to
assess their ability to learn specific skills. Such as-
sessments are bound to interpretations of past ex-
periences (Gati and Levin 2014) and to the contrac-
tors’ current levels of confidence that structure their
beliefs about their learning abilities (Fischhoff et al.
1977, Cooper et al. 1988, Odean 1998, Johnson and
Fowler 2011, Myers 2011). Second, contractors need
to (1) assess current and future market conditions
and (2) choose skills that would justify their invest-
ment in time (and possibly) money (Rosen 1983,
Becker 1994). Because contractors cannot have a com-
plete picture of the marketplace, assessment of the
market value of skills happens under conditions of
information asymmetry (Akerlof 1970). Such choices
under uncertainty lead to poor outcomes (Wiltbank
et al. 2009). Third, choosing skills to learn induces
a search cost (Smith et al. 1999), which is exemplified
in digital workplaces as these markets are highly

heterogeneous in terms of skills and qualifications
(Kokkodis and Ipeirotis 2014, 2016).

2.2. Current Recommender Systems
Recommender systems reduce search costs and often
resolve information asymmetries by providing accurate
and efficient recommendations (Fleder and Hosanagar
2009, Pathak et al. 2010, Brynjolfsson et al. 2011).
State-of-the-art algorithms in online platforms (e.g.,
ecommerce, streaming services, social networks, online
labor markets) provide a curated set of product or
service recommendations—reduced search cost—that
the targeted user will likely enjoy—reduced infor-
mation asymmetry (Schafer et al. 1999; Bennett et al.
2007; Phelan et al. 2009; Bian and Holtzman 2011;
Kokkodis and Ipeirotis 2013; Adamopoulos andTuzhilin
2015a; Kokkodis et al. 2015; Gomez-Uribe and Hunt
2016; Kokkodis 2018, 2019; Kokkodis and Ipeirotis
2020). Current recommender systems divide into three
categories: content-based, collaborative, and hybrid
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005, Kantor et al. 2011).
Content-based systems recommend items that are

similar to items that the targeted user has liked in the
past (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005) Examples in-
clude the recommendation of books (Mooney and
Roy 2000), web pages (Pazzani and Billsus 1997),
and news (Lang 1995). These systems experience the
cold-start problem (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005,
Lam et al. 2008), where recommendations for new
users with no (or very limited) history are infeasible.
Furthermore, such systems tend to overspecialize
recommendations, as they only recommend items
that are similar to those previously rated highly by the
user (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Adamopoulos
2013a, 2014; Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin 2014, 2015b).
Collaborative recommender systems suggest items

that similar users with the targeted user have liked
in the past (Billsus and Pazzani 1998, Breese et al.
1998). Such approaches split into two general classes:
memory-based and model-based. Memory-based algo-
rithms “make rating predictions based on the entire collection
of previously rated items by the users” (Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin 2005, p. 738; Breese et al. 1998, Delgado and
Ishii 1999). Model-based approaches use the collec-
tion of ratings to learn a model, which then makes
rating predictions (Billsus and Pazzani 1998, Breese
et al. 1998, Getoor et al. 1999). Such systems have been
very successful in ecommerce and other digital plat-
forms (Schafer et al. 1999, Gomez-Uribe and Hunt
2016, Mustafa et al. 2017). Similarly to content-based
systems, collaborative approaches experience the
cold-start problem, for both new users and new items
(Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005).
Hybrid systems combine notions from content-

based with characteristics of collaborative ap-
proaches to provide systems that overcome some of
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the limitations of the two approaches (Balabanović and
Shoham 1997, Si and Jin 2003, Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin 2005, Tso-Sutter et al. 2008, Sahoo et al.
2012). For instance, hybrid systems can combine
outputs of collaborative and content-based systems
through linear weighting or other voting schemes
(Claypool et al. 1999, Pazzani 1999). Overall, hybrid
systems outperform pure collaborative and content-
based methods and tend to provide more accurate
recommendations (Balabanović and Shoham 1997,
Pazzani 1999, Melville et al. 2002).

2.3. Recommending Skills
These recommender systems rely on previously ob-
served user behavior to recommend actions for future
user behavior. For instance, they learn from previous
products that users liked to recommend future prod-
ucts. Acquiring new skills and developing human
capital, however, are fundamentally different from
buying products or services. This contextual unique-
ness of our problem renders current recommender
systems not directly applicable. Direct application of
these systems would result in recommendations such
as “learn skills that similar contractors have learned in the
past.” Such recommendations would limit the emer-
gence of new skills that are promising and have in-
creased demand. Furthermore, because contractors
oftenmake poor choices (Figure 2, Section 2.1), learned
skill-acquisition patterns would incorporate these
observed poor decisions. At the same time, vanilla
recommender systems would likely yield nondiverse
recommendations of a few popular skills (Fleder and
Hosanagar 2009).

Besides, context-specific peculiarities further re-
duce the applicability of conventional recommender
systems. Such recommender frameworks predict
the “rating” a “user”would assign to an “item” (Ricci
et al. 2011). To apply these systems in our context, we
need tomap contractors to “users,” skillsets to “items,”
and contractors’ compensations to “ratings.” This
application would result in recommending similar
skills to similar users, ignoring individual charac-
teristics such as the contractor’s ability to learn new
skills. Besides, it would assume that the interactions
between the “users” and the “items” happen only
once (i.e., a user watches a given movie or buys a
given product only once), whereas the majority of the
contractors use the same skills over and over again.
Finally, such a specificationwould ignore actions that
do not involve the learning of a new skill, such as
working or learning while working.

The proposed recommendation framework over-
comes these shortcomings and proposes an approach
that fits the context-specific peculiarities of new skill
acquisition. Specifically, it does not rely on previous,
often poor behavior to recommend future behavior.

Instead, it uses information from the market to iden-
tify feasible and likely profitable future career paths.
Because it is built particularly for skill acquisitions, it
allows for the sequential evolution of contractors
through learning, working, and learning while work-
ing. Since our approach leverages observed infor-
mation to estimate a contractor’s learning ability and
likelihood of successful skill acquisition, it results
in stochastic recommendations that are significantly
different between seemingly similar contractors. The
result is a diversified career development robo-advisor
that models how contractors should behave in terms of
skill acquisition.

3. Research Context
The robo-advisor operates on a space of observed
skillsets. To showcase, we use a transnational data set
from an online labor market.

3.1. Data Set
The focal snapshot includes 1,727,680 job applications
that led tomore than 95,588 completed tasks. It covers
transactions over four years, and it includes complete
information in terms of job postings, job applications,
hires, contracts, and evaluations. The analyzed tasks
span all available task categories, including software
development, web development, logo design, tech-
nical writing, and data analytics. The total number of
observed skills is 215, which generate a total of |S| �
3, 386 observed skillsets. Contractors come from 182
countries and earn, on average, $13.6 per hour. Table 1
summarizes this data set.

3.2. Model-Free Evidence
The process of learning new skills is unobserved to the
market. Contractors often signal a new skill acqui-
sition by updating their profile to list a new skill.
Figure 3(a) shows that, over the four years of the focal
data set, contractors listed on average 5.6 new skills
on their profiles—87% of the contractors listed at least
one or more new skills. Given that online profiles
frequently contain inaccurate information (Toma et al.
2008), contractors might list skills that they do not
possess. Figure 3(b) shows the percentage of newly
listed skills that contractors have subsequently worked
on: 83% of the contractors who listed new skills on their
profiles worked on at least one task that required one of
those new skills.
Of course, there is a nontrivial chance that con-

tractors indeed learn a new skill, but for various
reasons (e.g., demand for the new skill), they do not
work on that skill. Figure 3(c) shows how long it takes
for a contractor to exercise a newly listed skill. On
average, contractors work on newly acquired skills
43 days after the profile listing (median 28 days).
Within the first six months from the observable skill
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acquisition, 99% of the contractors work on such
skills. Furthermore, Figure 3(d) shows that overall,
when contractors acquire new skills, they start work-
ing on them with slightly lower-than-average pre-
miums (−1%).

Currently, online labor markets do not offer career
path recommendations. Instead, they usually promote
individual skills throughvarious press releases (Upwork
Enterprise 2017, Schultz 2018). This can potentially

result in the saturation of popular skills. Figure 3(e)
shows that the top 25% most popular skills represent
90% of the observed learning choices; the top five
most popular skills constitute 25% of the learn-
ing decisions.
Contractors often do not have access to the current

(and future) market value of skills. When choosing to
learn new skills, contractors do it myopically, with
noisy information that they can gather about the

Figure 3. (Color online) Model-Free Evidence of Observed New Skill Acquisition

Notes. Panel (a) shows the distribution of total number of new skills listed on contractors’ profiles.Within this newly set of skills, panel (b) shows
howmany skills contractors actually used in the market (“Number of new skills learned”). Panel (c) shows the distribution of howmany days it
takes for a contractor to work on a new skill. Panel (d) shows the wage deviation of the first completed job that requires the newly acquired skill
from the average skill’s wage. Panel (e) shows that a few skills constitute the majority of learning choices, which can potentially result in skill
saturation. Panel (f) shows that contractors often make poor choices that result in wage decreases.

Table 1. Data Overview

Observations Minimum Mean Median Maximum
Standard
deviation

Skills per user 1,727,680 1 9.6 9 61 5.9
Required skills per opening 135,354 1 2.4 2 21 1.7
Hourly wage 95,588 3 13.6 11.1 219 10.6
Total applications 1,727,680
Total openings 135,354
Completed tasks 95,588
Unique skills (G) 215
Unique observed skillsets (S) 3,386

Notes. Contractors come from 182 countries. The data set spans four years.
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skills’market value. Figure 3(f) shows evidence of the
existence of such information asymmetry. The x-axis
shows the average wage improvement after the ac-
quisition of a new skill. The y-axis lists a randomly
selected set of skills. The variance both within and
across these skills reflects the uncertainty of outcomes
when contractors choose to learn new skills.

To summarize, data evidence shows that contrac-
tors are dynamic entities that invest in learning new
skills. Their current behavior, however, results in
poor learning choices that can potentially (1) saturate
popular skills and (2) yield negative returns of in-
vestment. This model-free evidence further high-
lights the need for a recommendation framework that
uses market information to reduce uncertainty in
learning decisions and guide contractors to choose
skills that will not become saturated and will likely
yield positive returns.

4. A Career Path Adviser
The proposed career path adviser models how con-
tractors should behave when acquiring new skills. At
any moment in time t, the framework provides rec-
ommendations on how contractors should spend
their next period. They can work using their existing
set of skills S, learn a new set of skills N, or combine
working and learning, by working for a λ fraction of
their time and learning for the rest 1 − λ. Contractors’
decisions lead stochastically to different outcomes. For
example, a contractor who chooses to learn new skills
N and succeeds, ends up with a new skillset S′ �
S ∪N. This skillset S′ may generate a higher payoff
for future tasks, in exchange for “lost” time spent
learning during the acquisition of the new skills. Simi-
larly, a contractor who chooses to learn a new skill while
working in parallel might fail in learning and end up not
monetizing the studying time.

We model this stochasticity of the contractors’ ac-
tions in terms of payoffs and outcomes as a MDP. To
formally define an MDP, we need:

• A set of states S: Each state is defined by the skillset
of a contractor S. Set S is defined by the observed
skillsets in the marketplace (see Table 1).

• A set of feasible actions A(S) for every state S: An
action α :� (λ,N), α ∈ A(S), corresponds to learning a
set of new skills N while allocating λ percent of the
time to working.

• Transition probabilities between states Pr(S,S′|α),
S′ � S ∪N, α ∈ A(S): Transition probabilities vary
according to (1) the learning affinity of the new skillsN
to the existing skillset S (L(N|S)), (2) the unobserved
learning ability of the contractor (d), (3) the fraction of
time spent on working (λ), and (4) the country of the
contractor (c).

• A reward function R(S, α), ∀α ∈ A(S): Immediate
rewards depend on the fraction of time λ that a
contractor chooses to work while in state S.
Table 2 summarizes the notation. Figure 4 shows

the components of the MDP. The observed skillsets in
the marketplace directly define the space of available
states S. Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 present the details
for structuring (1) the set of feasible actions A(S) for
each state S, (2) the transition probabilities Pr(S,S′|α),
and (3) the reward function of each action R(S, α).
Section 4.4 presents algorithms that efficiently solve
the MDP to recommend personalized paths (i.e.,
policies) that maximize the long-term expected re-
wards of each contractor in the marketplace. Finally,
Section 4.5 presents illustrative examples, and Sec-
tion 4.6 draws an analogy between the proposed
robo-advisor and navigation systems to summarize
the robo-advisor’s functionality and benefits.

4.1. Component 1: Feasible Actions
In an online labor market, the number of available
skills is large, often in the hundreds or even thou-
sands. However, these skills are not uniformly dis-
tributed across skillsets. Instead, clusters of skills are
usually found together, whereas combinations of
clusters create disjoint observed skillsets.

Data Evidence 1. Let us assume that a universe of skills is
the following: G �{wordpress, marketing, blog, twitter,
logo, management, translating, sql, asp, seo}. The po-
tential state space consists of |Sp| � 2|G| � 210 � 1, 024 pos-
sible states. However, in the focal data set we only observe
|S| � 68 states. This is a direct consequence of the fact that
contractors usually specialize in skills that are correlated. For
instance, in the focal data set we never observe contractors

Table 2. Notation Summary

Symbol Description

G Universe of available skills
S The set of available states (observed skillsets)
S The set of contractor skills, effectively a state of

the MDP
N A set of new skills that a contractor learns
S′ S ∪N
λ Fraction of time invested in working
A(S) The set of feasible actions from state S
α :� (λ,N) The action of learning new skills N while working λ

percent of the time
Rt(S, α) Rewards of action α at state S and time t
Pr(S,S′|α) The probability of transitioning from state S to state S′

given action α
L(N|S) The learning affinity of the new skillset N to state S
d The unobserved individual ability of a contractor to

learn new skills
c The country of a contractor
i Contractor index
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who complete tasks that require S � {asp, blog}. In fact, this
means that we never observe contractors who complete tasks
that require S � {asp, blog, N}, where N ∈ 3(G − S) and
3 is the subset’s power set. The gap between the possible
number of states and the observed ones becomes greater as the
number of available skills (|G|) increases.

When contractors from state S choose to acquire
new skills N, they stochastically transition to a new
state S′ � S ∪N. Hence, plausible transitions require
the new state S′ to be a superstate of the current state
S. This additional constraint further limits the set of
feasible transitions from each state S ∈ S.

Data Evidence 2. Figure 5 shows the six feasible transi-
tions from state S � {sketching}. Considering only the five
skills that appear in this figure, G � {sketching, drawing,
illustration, cartooning, logo}, the number of possible
superstates that include skillset S is 24 − 1 � 15. However,

in the focal data set we only observe 6 out of these 15
supersets. Hence, learning actions from state S={sketching}
can only lead to one of these six observed states of Figure 5. In
general, in the extensive screenshot of the marketplace we
analyze in this study there are 44,190 feasible transitions as a
result of the G � 215 skills and the S � 3, 386 observed
states (Table 1). Figure 6 shows that feasible transitions per
state follow a power law distribution. The median of this
distribution is 7 (average is 19): 50% of the available states in
the focal data set have seven or more feasible transitions.

Formally, the set of feasible actions from state S is

A S( ) � α : S ∪N ∈ S{ }, α :� λ,N( ). (1)
This set of actions results in feasible transitions that
include only observed (i.e., S ∪N ∈ S) superstates of
the current stateS. On the one hand, there is a nonzero
probability that this feasible set of actions might miss

Figure 4. (Color online) The Three Components of the MDP

Notes. The first componentmodels the set of feasible actionsA(S) from each state S. The second component defines the transition probabilities of
each action. The third component of the MDP estimates the immediate rewards of each action. Assume that S is the current state of a contractor.
The contractor takes an action α from the set of feasible actions and stochastically transitions to either a new state S′ or remains in state S. The
contractor’s action emits an immediate reward. The ultimate goal of theMDP framework is to identify a set of actions (i.e., a personalized policy)
that yields high long-term expected rewards for any given contractor.

Figure 5. (Color online) Feasible Transitions from State {sketching}

Notes. There are only six feasible transitions from an initial state S � {sketching}. Omitted combinations of skills are not observed in the data.
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potentially lucrative combinations of skills that the
market does not observe. On the other hand, con-
straining transitions to observed states (1) is neces-
sary for a data-driven representation of the expected
rewards (Section 4.3) and (2) results in the tractable
estimation of the framework parameters (Section 4.4).

4.2. Component 2: Transition Probabilities
TheMDP allows contractorswho take feasible actions
to stochastically transition to new states. For a given
contractor in state S who takes an action α the tran-
sition probability tomove to state S′ � S ∪N depends
on (1) the learning affinity L(N|S) of the new skillsN to
the contractor’s current state S, (2) the contractor’s
unobserved learning ability d, (3) the fraction of time λ
that the contractor spends onworkingwhile learning,
and (4) thecountryof thecontractor (c). A logistic regres-
sion model estimates this probability as follows:

Pr S,S′|α( ) � exp β0 + β1L N|S( ) + β2d + β3λ + β4c
( )

1 + exp β0 + β1L N|S( )( + β2d + β3λ + β4c
) .
(2)

In the previous equation λ is given by the contractor’s
action and c is observed. In the next paragraphs,
we define and estimate the learning affinity of a new
state L(N|S) and the unobserved learning ability of a
contractor d.

4.2.1. Learning Affinity. Skills are contextually con-
nected. For instance, knowing how to program in java
makes learning C# (which is a very similar pro-
gramming language) an easy task. On the contrary,
learning cartooning requires an entirely different set
of abilities than programming; thereby, it is not
contextually similar to java. To uncover such con-
textual connections between different sets of skills,

we draw on the field of natural language processing,
and we use a distributed representation of words
model (word embeddings (W2V); Mikolov et al. 2013).
(AppendixApresents alternativemodelingapproaches.)
W2V embeds words from a vocabulary into a lower-
dimensional space, in which semantically similar words
appear close to each other, whereas semantically dis-
similarwords appear far away fromeachother (Mikolov
et al. 2013). In the context of this work, a “skill”maps
to a “word” and a “skillset” to a “document.” As a
result, the analyzed corpus consists of contractor skill-
sets. Based on this representation, W2V projects con-
textually similar skills close to each other in a low-
dimensional vector space of real numbers.
To create skillset representations, we simply ag-

gregate the vectors of themapped skills (Appendix A,
Equation (13)). Comparison between skillsets hap-
pens by computing the cosine similarity of their
corresponding vectors. Formally, we define the learn-
ing affinity L(N|S) of a new set of skillsN to the existing
set of skills S as

L N|S( ) � cos v N( ), v S( )( ), (3)
where v(·) is the vector representation of the skillset
and cos(·) is the cosine similarity.

Data Evidence 3. Figure 7 shows the computed learning
affinities for a randomly chosen subset of feasible transitions
from states S1 �{css, php} and S2 �{proofreading}. This
affinity ranges between 0.14 and 0.46 for S1 and between
0.25 and 0.63 for S2.On average, in the focal data set feasible
transition states have a learning affinity of 0.31 (mini-
mum −0.34, maximum 0.69, and median 0.31).

4.2.2. Unobserved Learning Ability (d ). Every con-
tractor has a different unobserved (latent) ability
to learn new skills. The focal data set allows the

Figure 6. (Color online) Number of Feasible Transitions per State

Note. The number of feasible transitions per state follows a power law distribution.
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observation of contractors’ histories, where we often
find evidence of new skill acquisitions (Figure 3, (a)
and (b)). Such skill acquisitions correlate with the
latent learning ability of each contractor. Specifically,
when a contractor acquires a new skill, we first ob-
serve the change on the contractor’s profile. Some-
times, contractors also take certification tests, which
they list as proof of expertise (Ipeirotis 2013). In the
presence of listed certifications, we assume that a
given contractor has successfully acquired the skills if
the certification score of the contractor is in the upper
50%th percentile.1 In the absence of certifications, we
assume a successful skill acquisition if a contractor
completes a job that requires the newly acquired set of
skills and receives a high2 feedback score. (Figure 3(c)
shows that 99% of contractors work on their newly
listed skills within the first six months. Hence, we
only consider profile changes for which we have
subsequent observations for more than six months.)

We model the sequence of observations for each
contractor through a Bayesian inference framework.
(Appendix B presents alternativemodeling approaches.)
In particular, we assume that the latent ability of a
contractor to learn new skills (d) follows a prior dis-
tribution d ∼ Beta(β1, β2), d ∈ (0, 1). For every new skill
that contractors list on their profile, we get a Bernoulli
trial that identifies whether the skill acquisition was
successful. Based on the successful (κ) and unsuccess-
ful (n−κ) skill acquisitions of the contractor, we es-
timate the posterior ability: d∼Beta(β1+κ,β2+n−κ).

To start this process, we use a nearest neighbor
approach (on the listed skills and the contractor’s
country) to set the prior parameters β1, β2 to the av-
erage number of successes and failures of the most
similar subgroup of contractors. Finally, every new

trial for skill acquisition updates the posterior esti-
mate of the contractor’s learning ability.
Once we have estimates for both the learning af-

finity of a feasible new state and the individual
learning ability of a contractor, Equation (2) computes
the transition probabilities. Appendix C presents
the details.

4.3. Component 3: Immediate Rewards
The final component of the MDP is the function that
defines the immediate rewards of each action. In an
online labor market, contractors receive rewards by
completing tasks and receiving compensation wages
(λ > 0). On the contrary, they receive zero immediate
rewards if they choose to learn a new skill without
working (λ � 0).
Compensations are skillset- and location-dependent.

For instance, all else being equal, a contractor that has a
skillset in high demand is likely to charge more than a
contractor with a skillset in lower demand (Marshall
2009). Similarly, all else being equal, a contractor
from a developing country is likely to charge less
than a contractor from the United States (Gefen and
Carmel 2008).

Data Evidence 4. Consider contractors A and B. Con-
tractor A completes a ruby-on-rails task; contractor B
completes a linkbuilding task. In the focal data set, the av-
erage hourly wage of a ruby-on-rails task is $22.68, whereas
the average hourly wage of a linkbuilding task is $5.04. In
general, contractors’ compensations are correlated with their
set of skills. Similarly, compensations are bound to con-
tractors’ locations. Figure 8 shows the wage distributions for
five different skills across the 182 countries in the data set.
The average hourly wage per country ranges between $5
and $30.

Figure 7. (Color online) Learning Affinities for Skillsets {css, php} and {proofreading}

Notes. The figures show a subset of the feasible transition states from skillsets {css, php} and {proofreading}. Learning affinity in the two figures
ranges between 0.14 and 0.63.
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These observations suggest that a proper com-
pensation function needs to account for a contrac-
tor’s (1) skillset (S) and (2) country (c) as significant
sources of heterogeneity. Specifically, for a contractor i
at time t:

Wit � W̄t S, c( ) + εit, (4)
where W̄t(S, c) is the average compensationwage for a
contractor with skillset S from country c, and εit is a
zero-mean error term that captures individual char-
acteristics of contractor i and market disturbances at
time t.

Based on Equation (4), the expected immediate re-
wards for a contractor i who takes an action α ∈ A(S),
α :� (λ,N), at time t are

Rit S, α( ) � E λ ·Wit[ ]
� λ · E W̄t S, ci( ) + εit

[ ]
� λ · E W̄t S, ci( )[ ] + E εit[ ]

( )
� λ · W̄t S, ci( ). (5)

Conceptually, Equation (5) shows that the immediate
rewards of a contractor i from country ciwho spendsλ
time on working are the expected revenue of the
contractor during that period of time, λ · W̄t(S, ci).

We can decompose W̄t(S, c) into a time-dependent
component of wage that depends on the skillset S
and a static component of wage that depends on the
country c:

W̄t S, c( ) � W̄t S( ) + W̄ c( ). (6)
Skillset-specific compensation wages dynamically
evolve, as they are bound to changing market con-
ditions, that is, the supply and demand for each

skillset S (Autor 2001, Oliver 2015). Hence, to identify
career paths over a sequence of periods we need to
predict future values for the supply, demand, and
expected wages of each skillset. Specifically, at time t,
we estimate the following:

ˆSupt S( ) � fS
∑L
j�1

γjSupt−j S( ) +∑L
j�1

βjDemt−j S( )
( )

, (7)

ˆDemt S( ) � fD
∑L
j�1

γjSupt−j S( ) +∑L
j�1

βjDemt−j S( )
( )

, (8)

Ŵt S( ) � fW ˆSupt S( ), ˆDemt S( )
( )

. (9)

Functions fS, fD, fW capture an appropriate modeling
choice for sequential observations (time series) and L
is the number of lagged periods. Appendix D com-
pares powerful time-series prediction algorithms, in-
cludingARIMAX, recurrent neural networks (LSTM),
gradient boosting (XGBoost), and support vector
machines regression (SVM Reg). Evaluation across
different metrics shows that, for the focal data set,
XGBoost works slightly better. Hence, in the rest of
the paper, future wage, demand, and supply pre-
dictions occur through the trained XGBoost model.
(Note that Ŵ is an estimator of W̄ in Equation (6).)

4.4. Exploring Alternative Career Paths: Q-Learning
After estimating the three components of the MDP,
we explore policies (career paths) that could maxi-
mize the future expected rewards of any given con-
tractor. Formally, we search for a policy function π∗ :
S 	→ A(S) that describes a path ∀S ∈ Swith respect to
an action-value function Q. This procedure is called
Q-learning (Watkins and Dayan 1992). We define an

Figure 8. (Color online) Average Hourly Wage per Country for Five Randomly Chosen Skills

Notes. The global dimension of the marketplace creates a high-variance, country-dependent distribution of wages. For these five skills,
the average hourly wage per country ranges between $5 and $30.
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action-value function Q(St, αt) iteratively in the fol-
lowing way:

Q St, αt( ) ← 1 − δ( )Q St, αt( ) + δ ·
(
Rt St, αt( )

+γ ·max
α

Q St+1, α( )
)
, (10)

where δ is the learning rate that defines the rate at
which new information overrides old information, γ is
a discount factor for future rewards, and Q(S0, α0) � 0.
Conceptually, Equation (10) shows that the new long-
termvalue is equal to the current rewardRt(St, αt)plus
all future rewards of the next state assuming that the
contractor takes the best actions in the future (Hu
2016).3 (Appendix F discusses and compares alternative
approaches for estimating an appropriate action-value
function, includingMonte Carlo, deepQ-learning, dou-
ble Q-learning, and dueling Q-learning.)

Algorithm 1 (Exploring Alternative Career Paths: Q-Learning)
Initialize
Q(S,α) :� 0∀S∈ S,α ∈A(S), δ � 0.1, γ � 0.99, ε0 � 0.9
1: for each episode do
2: for each contractor do
3: Reset contractor to initial state
4: end for
5: for each step t of the current episode do
6: for each contractor do
7: Take αt action from state St according to

the current value of εt (ε-greedy strategy)
and function Q

8: Observe (predicted) rewards Rt(St, αt)
9: Observe new state St+1 {Sampling from

distribution Pr(St,St+1|αt)}
10: Q(St, αt) ← (1 − δ)Q(St, αt)

+δ · (Rt(St, αt) + γ ·maxα Q(St+1, α))
11: if St+1 �� S then
12: Update supply for period t + 1
13: end if
14: end for
15: εt+1 � ε

t+1 {Adaptive ε-greedy}
16: XGBoost predicts wage (rewards), supply,

and demand for next period t + 1
17: end for
18: end for
19: return Q(S, α)∀S ∈ S, α ∈ A(S)
Algorithm 1 describes the detailed procedure that

explores alternative career paths and yields a state-
action function Q. Equation (10) occurs in line 10;
line 8 uses the reward function described in Sec-
tion 4.3; line 9 uses the transition probabilities de-
scribed in Section 4.2. In line 12, the algorithmupdates
the supply of contractors according to the observed
transitions, while, in line 16, it uses the time-series
predictive models (Section 4.3) to estimate future
wages, demand, and supply values. Exploration of

alternative career paths happens in line 7 through an
ε-greedy strategy: with probability ε, the algorithm
chooses actions randomly from the available set of
actions for state St, while, with probability 1 − ε, the
algorithm chooses the action that maximizes future
expected rewards according to the current Q-func-
tion. (Appendix E uses a grid-search approach to tune
the learning hyperparameter δ, while it also compares
alternative exploration strategies—adaptive ε-greedy
versus Boltzmann exploration. Based on this analysis,
for the focal implementation, we use an adaptive
ε-greedy approach starting at ε � 0.9, and we set the
learning rate at δ � 0.1. Finally, we set the discount
factor at γ � 0.99.)

4.5. Illustrative Examples of Career Paths
To visually demonstrate resulting career paths from
the complete MDP framework, we use real data for
two different fictional contractors from Greece. The
first contractor has a strong ability to learn new skills
(d � 0.9), whereas the second one has a lower learning
ability (d � 0.1). For readability, this exampleconsiders
only three randomly chosen skills:G � {css, html, php}.
The observed states are S � {{html}, {html, php},
{css, html}, {css, html, php}}. At each state S, a con-
tractor chooses an action from the setA(S). To provide
a coherent visualization we consider λ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}. (In
practice the framework considers all values of λ ∈ [0, 1].)
We follow the process described earlier to estimate
the transition probabilities and the expected imme-
diate rewards. Algorithm 1 then derives the state-
specific educated policies for the two contractors.
Figures 9 and 10 show the results for the high- and

low-ability contractors, respectively. States are in
shaded ellipses and feasible actions in rectangles. We
pinpoint the available actions from each state through
arrows with diamond endings, and we annotate the
career paths with thick arrows with diamond end-
ings. The printed wages are the average predicted
wages according to Equation (9) across the following
year for Greek contractors on each available state.
The two graphs differ in significant ways. First, the

transition probabilities to new states are much higher
for the first contractor who has high learning ability.
This significant difference in probabilities results in
entirely disjoint sets of educated actions. For the first
contractor, the educated actions always include a
learning component, intending to reach the most
rewarding state S � {css, html, php}. On the contrary,
for the second contractor, the educated policy is to
keep working, independent of the contractor’s cur-
rent state.

4.6. Framework Discussion
Before moving to the evaluation of the framework, it
is essential to revisit its defining principles. First,
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the framework does notmodel the current behavior of
contractors. Instead, the framework builds a feasi-
bility graph and advises contractors on how they
should be learning new skills. The construction of the
feasibility graph relies on observed skillsets in the
marketplace. Based on this feasibility graph, the com-
ponents of the MDP framework model the learning
ability of contractors, the learning affinity of each new
set of skills, and the future demand, supply, and
wages that structure the long-term expected rewards
of each action.

Conceptually, the MDP framework is similar to a
navigation system. As in our context, in the absence
of a navigation system, people often follow “subop-
timal” routes to reach a destination (Lee and Cheng
2008). Hence, the navigation system does not rely on
users’ previous behavior to recommend routes. Instead,
it relies on current traffic information to identify on
expectation the most efficient route to a destination.
Similar to the MDP framework, navigation systems

provide recommendations on how drivers should be-
have, ignoring (to a certain degree) the drivers’ pre-
vious behavioral patterns.
Although a navigation system does not rely on

drivers to create the necessary maps, the MDP
framework learns the feasibility graph from the ob-
served skillsets in the marketplace. Hence, in theory,
theremay be states that are possible and lucrative but
not yet observed in the marketplace (i.e., no con-
tractor has the skills to form these states). In practice,
however, given the scale of these markets (e.g., on
Upwork, more than 14 million contractors), it is
unlikely that such feasible lucrative states will re-
main hidden.

5. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the complete framework we run a series
of simulations over real and generated data and we
compare its performance with various alternative
recommender approaches.

Figure 9. (Color online) Illustrative Career Paths for a Greek Contractor with Latent Ability d � 0.9

Notes. The universe of skills in this example is G �{css, html, php}. For this visualization we consider λ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}. Arrows with diamond
endings show the feasible actions from each state. Rectangles identify the immediate rewards from each action. Directed arrows represent
the stochastic outcomes of each action. Thick arrows with diamond endings indicate the educated policy for this contractor (i.e., the rec-
ommended career path).
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5.1. The MDP Effect on Market Revenue and
Worker Wages

What would have happened if, at the end of year 2 of
the focal data set, the marketplace decided to im-
plement theMDP framework? To evaluate this scenario,
we use the first two years to learn the parameters of the
MDP framework, as well as the predictive models
(XGBoost) for the demand, supply, and hourly wage
(Equations (7)–(9)). We then split the final two years
into two-month periods.4 At each period, contractors
get a recommendation towork, learn,orworkand learna
new set of relevant skills. Based on a “recommendation
pervasiveness” parameter, ξ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5},
contractors stochastically choose to follow the rec-
ommendation of the MDP framework. If contractors
choose to learn a new skill, they stochastically tran-
sition to a new state according to their personalized
transition probabilities (Equation (2)).

At the end of each period, we compute the changes
in supply as a result of our recommendation frame-
work. Based on this updated supply, we estimate the
supply, demand, and hourlywages of the next period,
according to Equations (7)–(9). We repeat this process
for theN � 12 two-month periods of the last two years
of the data set.
Our goal is to evaluate how the framework af-

fects (1) the platform as a whole and (2) workers who
follow its recommendations. To measure the effect on
the platform, we estimate the mean expected hourly
revenue of each period:

Expected market revenue:

I � 1
|S| ·N

∑
S∈S

× ∑N
n�1

ˆDemn S( ) · Ŵn S( )[ ]
. (11)

Figure 10. (Color online) Illustrative Career Paths for a Greek Contractor with Latent Ability d � 0.1

Notes. The universe of skills in this example is G �{css, html, php}. For this visualization we consider λ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}. Arrows with diamond
endings show the feasible actions from each state. Rectangles identify the immediate rewards from each action. Directed arrows represent
the stochastic outcomes of each action. Thick arrows with diamond endings indicate the educated policy for this contractor (i.e., the rec-
ommended career path).
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To measure the effect on workers who follow the rec-
ommendations, we estimate the per-period average
wage improvement over the workers’ prior wages:

Wage improvement (%)

� 1
N−1

∑N
n�2

1
|Cn|

∑
i∈Cn

Ŵin−Ŵin−1
Ŵin−1

∗100, (12)

where Cn is the set of contractors that successfully
transition to a new state during period n > 1, and Ŵin

is contractor’s i predicted wage at period n.
Figure 11(a) shows the results. The y-axis shows the

average percentage improvement of implementing
the MDP framework compared with the observed
behavior of contractors during the last two years of
the focal data set. For every value of the pervasive-
ness parameter ξ, the effect of the proposed frame-
work would have been positive and statistically
significant: the expected average increase in mar-
ket revenue ranges between 1.7% and 6%. For a
typical digital workplace with ∼$1B in annual trans-
action volume, a 6% revenue increase materializes to
∼$60 million.

Figure 11(b) shows the wage improvement for con-
tractors who transition to a new state (Equation (12)).
The left column shows the results for contractors who
follow the MDP recommendations, whereas the right
column shows wage improvements for the observed
contractor behavior during the same periods. On
average, MDP-driven successful skill acquisitions yield
a 22% wage increase. On the contrary, contractors cur-
rently make skill acquisitions that yield, on average, a
wage improvement of only 3.5%.

5.2. Comparison of the MDP with Alternative
Recommender Systems

The previous evaluation on observed behavior shows
that implementing the proposed framework can be
beneficial for both themarket and the contractorswho
follow its recommendations. However, it does not
compare how the MDP framework performs against
alternative popular recommender systems. In this
section, we benchmark the performance of the pro-
posed MDP against six alternative recommender sys-
tems. Specifically, we model and evaluate the fol-
lowing approaches:
• Baseline:

◦ Current behavior: This approach models the
observed behavior of the contractors by recommending
skills according to the observed distribution of skill
acquisition (i.e., similar skills to similar contractors).
• Alternative recommender frameworks:

◦ Association rule mining (Apriori): Association
rule mining (also known as basket analysis) discovers
relations between “items” in large datasets. If we
assume that a skillset is an “itemset” and a skill an
“item,” then the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal et al.
1994) can mine rules that recommend relevant skills
given the current contractor skillset.5

◦ Collaborative filtering: Section 2.3 argues that
current recommender systems might not be suitable
for our context, as theywould rely on prior, often poor
contractor choices to recommend career paths.
Besides, because of context-specific peculiarities,
these systems require various adaptations in order
to recommend skills. Here, we consider three pop-
ular collaborative filtering frameworks: k-nearest

Figure 11. (Color online) Simulation Results on Real Data

Notes. Panel (a) shows the improvement of theMDP over the observed behavior in terms of expected market revenue. Panel (b) shows the wage
improvement of the contractors who follow the MDP framework’s recommendations compared with the observed contractor behavior during
the same period. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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neighbors (kNN; Kantor et al. 2011), singular value
decomposition (SVD; Kantor et al. 2011), and slope
one (Lemire and Maclachlan 2005). To implement
these systems, we assume that each contractor is a
“user,” each skill is an “item,” and contractors’ com-
pensations are the “ratings.” Based on this matrix, we
canmake skill recommendations such us “contractors
who have similar earnings and skillsets should also
learn similar skills.”

◦Greedy: This approachmakes recommendations
by suggesting feasible skills that give the highest
immediate rewards (i.e., it does not optimize a long-
term career path).

To evaluate these algorithms, we perform simula-
tions on a set of 30,000 randomly generated contractors.
These contractors are assigned learning abilities (d),
countries (c), and states S according to the observed
distributions of learning abilities, countries, and states
in the focal data set. As a result, this set of contractors
is distributionally identical to the observed set of
contractors. Similar to before, we run simulations for
two years ahead, and we use recommendation per-
vasiveness thresholds ξ ∈ {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5}. To gen-
erate a fair, “all else being equal” comparison, each

algorithm simulates a parallel universe, where, in
each universe, the same contractors follow differ-
ent career paths according to the recommendations
they receive.
We benchmark all approaches against the baseline

(current behavior) recommender framework. Figure 12
shows the results. The y-axis shows how much better
each approach performs compared with the baseline.
Figure 12(a) shows that all frameworks yield higher
market revenue than the baseline model. However,
the proposed MDP framework yields significantly
(p < 0.001) higher improvement over the baseline
compared with any one of the alternative five rec-
ommender frameworks.
Figure 12(b) shows the success rates of the rec-

ommendations of each approach in comparison with
the success rates of the baseline. The success rate
captures the percentage of contractors who success-
fully learn a new skill given that they have been ex-
posed to a skill recommendation. Recall that, for all
approaches, contractors transition to a new state
stochastically through Equation (2) (all else being
equal environment). The MDP approach yields the
highest success rate, which is four times higher than

Figure 12. (Color online) MDP Performance Improvement over Alternative Models

Notes. The y-axis shows the percentage improvement of each approach over the baseline current behavior model. The MDP framework
outperforms (p < 0.001) all alternative approaches both across market revenue measures (panel (a)) and worker success measures (panel (b)).
Panel (c) shows that models that consider wage information yield higher wage improvement compared with models that do not. Panels (d)
and (e) show that theMDP frameworkmakes significantly (p < 0.001)more diverse recommendations comparedwith all alternative approaches.
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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the baseline, and significantly (p < 0.001) higher than
any of the alternative models. This superiority of the
MDP occurs because of the explicit incorporation of
the contractors’ characteristics and the learning af-
finities of the new skillsets in estimating the transition
probabilities (Section 4.2). As a result, theMDPmakes
targeted, more personalized, and more relevant recom-
mendations compared with alternative approaches.

Figure 12(c) compares all algorithms in terms of
wage improvements for contractors who follow the
algorithms’ recommendations (Equation (12)). First,
the figure shows that all models outperform the
baseline (p < 0.001). This is because the baseline does
not include any wage information in the proposed
recommendations. Apriori, which also does not include
wage information, ends up mining more relevant rec-
ommendations that yield higher-than-the-baselinewage
improvements. However, all algorithms that include
wage information in their recommendations perform
significantly better thanApriori (at least p < 0.1) and the
baseline (p < 0.001).

One could argue that the proposed framework (or
any of the alternative frameworks) might end up
recommending the same set of skills and saturate the
market. Recall that, during the recommendation and
the performance evaluation phases of the simulation,
we use predictions of supply and demand to estimate
the wage of the next period (Equations (7)–(9)). These
predictions include changes in supply through the
proposed recommendations. Based on the results
presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, there is no evidence
that the proposed recommendations saturate themar-
ket in a way that hurts contractor wages or the mar-
ket’s revenue.

To compare which of the seven models generates
more diverse recommendations, Figure 12(d) illus-
trates the number of unique skillsets that each algo-
rithm recommends. The proposed MDP framework
recommends 47% more diverse skillsets than the
baseline current behavior model. On the contrary, all
five alternativemodels provide up to 75% less diverse
recommendations than the baseline.

The number of unique recommended skillsets paints
an incomplete picture of the diversity of recommen-
dations, as it ignores the frequency by which each
skillset is being recommended. Conceptually, a truly
diverse recommender suggests all skillsets with similar
frequencies. Oneway tomeasure this is to estimate how
close the skillset frequency distributions are with the
uniformdistribution. The total variationdistance (Huber
2011, Kohl 2019) between any two distributions cap-
tures how close these distributions are. Hence, we can
use this to measure the closeness of the skillset fre-
quency distributions with the uniform distribution.

Figure 12(e) shows that the proposed approach
yields a skillset frequency distribution that is 34%
closer to the uniform distribution compared with the
baseline and much closer to the uniform distribution
compared with the five alternative approaches.
This superiority of the MDP in terms of diversified

recommendations is a direct result of its high level
of stochasticity. In particular, stochasticity comes
from (1) the learning ability of a contractor (d), (2) the
percentage that a contractor chooses to work (λ),
(3) the contractor country (c), and (4) the contractor
state (S). Because of these, it is unlikely for the frame-
work to recommend similar career paths, even when
contractors have similar profiles.
In conclusion, these simulations show that the pro-

posed framework can benefit both the contractors and
the marketplace. In particular, the marketplace could
experience an increase in revenue between 1.75% and
6%. Similarly, contractors who follow the system’s
recommendations successfully could receive, on av-
erage, a 22% increase in their wages. Comparison
with six alternative approaches across five different
evaluation metrics shows an overall superiority of
the MDP approach, which is a result of the fact that
the framework (1) does not rely on previous, often
poor contractor choices to recommend future be-
havior, (2) takes into account current (and future)
trends in demand, supply, and wages, and (3) offers
diverse, personalized recommendations that match
individual contractor characteristics. As a result, com-
pared with alternative systems and the current con-
tractor behavior, MDP recommendations yield higher
expected market revenue, wage improvements, and
success rates of skill acquisitions. At the same time, the
stochasticity of the framework and the dynamic esti-
mation of future wages yield more diverse skillset
recommendations that virtually guarantee that the
market will not saturate with contractors that own the
same sets of skills.

6. Discussion
This work presents a personalized and adaptive
career development robo-advisor. The framework
combines concepts of reinforcement learning, deep
learning, and Bayesian inference to provide recom-
mendations of how contractors should behave in terms
of acquiring new skills. Evaluation through simula-
tions on a transactional data set from an online labor
marketplace shows that an adaptation of the pro-
posed framework could lead to (1) a 1.75%–6% in-
crease of the market’s revenue, (2) a 22% increase of
compensation wages for contractors who follow the
recommended career paths, and (3) an increased
skillset diversity in the marketplace.
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6.1. Contributions to Research and
Managerial Implications

This study contributes to the design research of digital
workplaces and has a series of managerial implica-
tions. In particular, the proposed framework resolves
a series of shortcomings of current “vanilla”machine
learning (and other) approaches, including (1) reli-
ance on prior (often poor) contractor choices, (2) as-
sumptions about nondynamic observed behaviors,
and (3) lack of diversification. This is only feasible
because the framework does not model previous
behavior to recommend future behavior. Instead, it
uses information from the market to identify feasible
and likely profitable future career paths. Because it
is built particularly for skill acquisitions, it further
allows for the sequential evolution of contractors
through learning, working, and learning while work-
ing. Finally, it leverages observed information to
estimate a contractor’s learning ability and likelihood
of a successful skill acquisition, which in turn results
in stochastic recommendations that are significantly
different between seemingly similar contractors. The
result is a diversified, adaptive career development
robo-advisor that models how contractors should be-
have in terms of skill acquisition.

The proposed framework can contribute to manage-
rial decision-making in online and other workplaces.
Because it operates on an up-to-date evaluation of the
current state of the marketplace, it dynamically adapts
to situations in which individual skills lose or gain
value. These online adaptations increase the contrac-
tors’ awareness of the current (and future) state of
the marketplace. Through better awareness, con-
tractors can make better-informed decisions and in-
crease their market value. Consequently, increased
market value can lead to an increase in the employers’
satisfaction through a more efficient talent search
process (Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000). This would, in
turn, increase the overall transactional efficiency of
the marketplace.

Even though our results are constrained within a
given online labor market and a given set of skills,
the methodology is widely applicable. For example,
TaskRabbit could potentially use the proposed ap-
proach to identify the value of each available handy-
men skill and recommend relevant and profitable
career adaptations. Professional networks such as
LinkedIn could adapt this analysis to their context by
associating the expected rewards of each action with
promotions or new jobs. Matching platforms such as
Monster or Hired could extract resume information to
implement the proposed approach and recommend
relevant career paths to their talent bases.

Our framework also applies in online—and given
data availability in offline—educational platforms.
Massive online open courses offered by platforms

such as Coursera, EDX, and Nanodegrees are grow-
ing fast (Adamopoulos 2013b). By gauging the de-
mand and expected compensation of a given skill
(through platforms such as Burning Glass), the pro-
posed robo-advisor can recommend relevant clusters
of online courses that can lead to successful career
trajectories. Overall, and given that, by some esti-
mates, 120 million workers worldwide will need to
reeducate in the next three years (Institute of Business
Value 2019), the proposed framework can find ap-
plications in diverse contexts and help workers make
educated decisions regarding their career trajectories.

6.2. Limitations
One limitation of our approach is that it does not
explicitly model the equilibrium effects of our res-
killing suggestions. In particular, the estimation of
demand and supply relies on predictive modeling,
according to Equations (7) and (8). Through these
equations and by accounting for workers’ reskilling
decisions, our framework learns during training to
respond to any supply effects of its recommendations
(lines 11–16 of Algorithm 1). For instance, if several
workers follow the framework’s recommendations at
time t, the framework will observe changes in supply
at time t + 1, and update its supply, demand, and wage
predictions according to Equations (7), (8), and (9).
Because this process happens during training (Algo-
rithm 1), our approach learns a Q-function that an-
ticipates supply shifts. Section 5 empirically shows
that this approach significantly benefits the market
and its workers. Regardless, future research can ex-
tend our method to include equilibrium effects by
explicitly modeling the demand and supply of skills.
The prediction of future demand, supply, and

wages creates a second limitation, as prediction
errors propagate in the estimation of the Q-function
(Algorithm 1, line 16). This is a necessary compromise
for any framework that wants to account for future
trends in supply and demand. In practice, platforms
that implement our approach will provide up-to-date
recommendations by continuously retraining the frame-
work (e.g., once every month). Even further, with ad-
vances inmachine learning, time-series prediction errors
are relatively small (Appendix D, Figures 13 and 14);
hence, such errors are unlikely to cancel out the benefits
of the proposed approach (Section 5, Figure 11). In fact,
Appendix F empirically shows that considering fu-
ture supply and demand yields better results than
learning a Q-function on a static environment
(Figure 16).
Another limitation of our approach is that it re-

quires a fixed set of available states S in order to learn
and recommend meaningful career paths. As we
mentioned in Section 4.6, additional states may be
possible but not yet observed in the marketplace
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(i.e., no contractor has the skills to form these states).
Besides, new skills constantly emerge in online labor
markets. Set S will miss such unobserved (or new)
states, and the frameworkwill not be able to recommend
them. In practice, we can mitigate this limitation by
adjusting the set of feasible states every time we up-
date (retrain) the framework. For instance, if the frame-
work trains once every month, it can update its set of
feasible states S monthly. In general, the framework
can include newly observed states in its career path
recommendationswith amaximumdelay equal to the
time between consecutive trainings.

Finally, our approach implicitly ignores the con-
tamination of the recommendations from potential
communication between contractors. Such commu-
nication could lead to system mistrust, as contractors
might perceive personalized recommendations as
random. Even though this is possible, the online and
global nature of the focal platform suggests that such
effects will likely be limited. Besides, we believe that
an implementation of the proposed system should be
transparent and explain how the framework works
(Datta et al. 2016, Rader et al. 2018). Algorithmic trans-
parency regarding potential variations in recommenda-
tionswill allowcontractors tounderstand the framework’s
behavior and likely trust its recommendations.

6.3. Future Directions
An extension of the current framework could incor-
porate human input and become an augmented in-
telligence system (Jain et al. 2018). Workers could
interact with the system by revealing how much time
they intend to spend in learning or by providing
accurate information about howmuch time they have
spent in the past to acquire their current skillsets. Such
manual inputs to the algorithm could remove noise
from the framework’s estimates and improve its
performance.

Depending on the context, the components of the
proposed framework can be refined and extended.
The attached appendices provide various such ex-
tensions. For instance, Appendix A presents alter-
native approaches for decomposing skillsets to nu-
meric vectors. Appendix B provides more advanced
approaches for estimating contractors’ learning abili-
ties. Appendix E provides alternative approaches for
action-space exploration, whereas Appendix F shows
more advanced estimation processes that yield bet-
ter results.

The proposed framework could further extend to
consider the expertise of each contractor on the avail-
able skillsets. Appendix G presents a basic approach
of how expertise estimates can structure the action-
state space of Algorithm 1. Such an extension could
capture transitions to subsets of current skillsets,
as (1) contractors might lose the ability to perform

tasks on specific skills if they do not use them, or (2)
some skills might lose value and become obsolete.
To conclude, this study identifies shortcomings of

current recommender systemswhen applied to career
development paths and proposes an appropriate,
context-specific dynamic framework that resolves
them. If deployed, the framework has the potential to
generate positive effects for the marketplace and its
contractors, as well as positive spillover effects on the
marketplace employers.
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Endnotes
1Results remain robust if we assume that the presence of a certifi-
cation suggests a successful skill acquisition. This probably occurs
because contractors tend to list certifications for which they have
scored in the upper 50th percentile (Ipeirotis 2013).
2We use a threshold of 3.5/5 to separate successful from unsuc-
cessful task outcomes. Results remain robust if we assume that any
task completion signals a successful skill acquisition.
3Equation (10) is an off-policy temporal difference control procedure
(Sutton and Barto 1998, p. 107).
4We implicitly assume that two months is enough time for a con-
tractor to learn a new, relevant skill.
5The choice of association rule mining is not ad hoc. During our
collaboration with the focal market, association rule mining was the
most discussed approach for estimating associations between dif-
ferent skillsets and implementing a skill recommendation framework.
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